Quality Assurance Instrument for History Writing in Society

Analysis of Common Regulatory Basis, Media & Visibility Policy and Associated Values

Analysis of Concepts of History in Symmetric Historiography, Digitalisation & Visibility/Publicity

Quality Assurance Process Comprising the Following Historiographic & Visibility Matters:

- Identifying Black Holes
- Identifying Odysseys
- Identifying Common Grounds and Common Positioning in Historiography
- Digitalising, Transcribing Editing & Re-writing Text-books and Documents
- Record-keeping, Disseminating Results, Media Campaigns & Increasing Transparency

Analysis of Concepts of History in Asymmetric Historiography, Digitalisation & Visibility/Publicity

Goal Setting in History Writing & Formulating Objectives for Quality Assurance

Evidence-based Measurable Results in:

- Value system
- Symmetric historiography
- Asymmetric historiography
- Internal Affairs with Social Impacts & Indicators in Ethnic Issues
- International Affairs & Foreign Policy with Impacts on Trade and Military Cost in GDP
- Mobility & Migration
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